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Oracle PeopleSoft Implementation Services
The Oracle PeopleSoft family of applications includes a wide range of solutions, including human capital, financial
and supplier relationship management applications. While companies can benefit from the robust functionality of
PeopleSoft, successful implementation requires a strong alignment between IT and business goals, as well as staff
with extensive knowledge of the technology. Estuate's PeopleSoft implementation services offer businesses access
to the leading technology through a comprehensive implementation and support process.

1. Research and planning
Every project begins with a thorough analysis of customers' architecture and infrastructure to identify which
applications may be consolidated and the processes that can be improved by using PeopleSoft instead of existing
solutions. This ensures that customers' new investments are optimized. Estuate works closely with its clients to
understand their business needs and convey any IT or business process changes that must be made to
successfully deploy PeopleSoft.

2. Demonstrate feasibility
Once a project roadmap has been outlined, Estuate creates a proof of concept to showcase the feasibility and
value of a project. This is an essential step for ensuring that both users and decision makers understand how the
software will be used and the value it will provide.

3. Implementation
The implementation phase is where it is important to utilize an extensive background in Oracle technology. As a
trusted partner, Estuate is well positioned to deliver value in this area, ensuring that PeopleSoft applications are
configured properly. In addition, in-depth knowledge of the software's architecture enables the team to make
custom modifications such as enhanced user interfaces. This ensures that users will be equipped with tools they
are comfortable with and will maximize productivity following the project.

4. Employee training
In today's fast-paced business environment, few companies can afford to lose productivity while employees learn
entirely new software. Estuate supplements its implementation services with employee training to ensure that users
understand how to operate crucial ERP software and know where essential features are.

5. Continued support
Every technology purchase will incur ongoing costs in the form of maintenance and updates. As a service-driven
company, Estuate places emphasis on empowering customers in the post-implementation phase. Consultants will
be available to advise clients on whether a software upgrade is necessary for the business and developers can
handle the upgrade itself to ensure that the company has access to the features of the latest release.

The Advantage of Estuate's PeopleSoft Implementation
Estuate is driven by the philosophy of extreme service, meaning that it works closely with customers to meet
specific needs and increase return on investment. The company follows its projects through from early planning
phases all the way to post-implementation and documents every step of the process. By providing an initial proof of
concept, customers can see exactly what they would gain by implementing PeopleSoft. Estuate's practices, coding
and design are also tracked so that internal teams can review its processes and follow similar strategies in future
deployments. This means that leveraging Estuate's services yields significant benefits right away, and customers
also gain the benefits of knowledge transfer and are empowered to complete future projects using the expertise
they gained.
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Estuate provides a unique advantage over other software services providers through its connection to Oracle. Many
of the solution architects, developers and consultants on the company's team have a background in the technology,
either through extensive experience implementing Oracle applications or in working for the company itself. This
allows Estuate to give its customers a more comprehensive view of the intricacies of their IT deployments,
identifying potential risks and addressing those challenges before they evolve into problems.
Feel free to contact us for more info at sales@estuate.com, call us at 408.400.0680 or visit us at:
www.estuate.com
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